Global Data Center IT Equipment Market 2015-2019

Description: About data center IT equipment
Enterprises build a data center to house IT equipment such as servers, storage, and network infrastructures. A data center also includes virtual and security appliances for business operational purposes. Most of the modern IT infrastructures such as converged infrastructure offered by vendors are designed to support any business environments. However, data center environment is constantly evolving at a rapid phase with regard to the use of these infrastructures. In order to support the growing requirement of enterprise business, vendors are coming up with several innovations such as micro servers, flash-based storage, and software-defined data center. Also, enterprises prefer to spend on infrastructures that scalable, reliable, and durable for a long period of time.

The report forecasts the global data center IT equipment market to grow at a CAGR of 9.79% over the period 2014-2019.

Covered in this report
This report covers the present scenario and growth prospects of the global data center IT equipment market for 2015-2019. To calculate the market size, the report considers revenue generated from the sales of data center:
- Servers: tower, rack, blade, and micro servers.
- Storage: storage area networks (SAN), network attached storage (NAS), and direct attached storage (DAS) systems
- Network: Ethernet switches, routers, and others
- It also includes virtual and security appliances

The report, Global Data Center IT Equipment Market 2015-2019, has been prepared based on an in-depth market analysis with inputs from industry experts. The report covers the landscape of global data center IT equipment market and its growth prospects in the coming years. The report includes a discussion of the key vendors operating in this market.

Key vendors
- Arista Networks
- Brocade Communications
- Cisco Systems
- Dell
- EMC²
- Extreme Networks
- Hitachi Data Systems
- HP
- Huawei
- IBM
- Juniper Networks
- Lenovo
- NetApp
- Oracle

Other prominent vendors
- 6Wind
- Avaya
- Big Switch Networks
- Broadcom
- BTI Systems
- Bull (Atos)
- DataCore Software
- Ericsson
- FS Networks
- Inspur
- Jeda Networks
- NEC
- Nexenta
- Pertino
- Pivot3
- Plexxi
- PLUMgrid
- Pure Storage
- ScanDisk
- SGI
- Super Micro Computer
- SwiftStack

Key Market drivers
- Increase in business operational needs
- For a full, detailed list, view the full report

Key Market challenges
- Security of IT infrastructure
- For a full, detailed list, view the full report

Key Market trends
- Software-defined data center
- For a full, detailed list, view the full report

Key questions answered in this report
- What will the market size be in 2019 and what will the growth rate be?
- What are the key market trends?
- What is driving this market?
- What are the challenges to market growth?
- Who are the key vendors in this market space?
- What are the market opportunities and threats faced by the key vendors?
- What are the strengths and weaknesses of the key vendors?
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